Electronic control
panels

WISA Tronic
Hygienic non-touch flushing technology
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With Eos panels by WISA you get state of the art
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Attractive and functional in
every environment
A well-designed control panel gives each
washroom something extra. The Eos control panels by
WISA not only meet many functional requirements,
but also give your toilet or bathroom a special
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appearance. WISA Tronic panels, manufactured from
high performance plastics, glass or stainless steel,
can be used in private homes, but are also
Ideally suited for semi-public buildings such as
offices and hotels. Especially for public buildings
we offer the Eos Vandalisimo. A robust but elegant
control panel in 6 mm thick stainless steel.

Steel Design

Steel Vandalisimo

Eos glass black
Subtle design and perfection in technology make this
special panel an ornament on the wall. The sophisticated
design of this glass panel in combination with LED
lighting in a color of your choice, gives every washroom
a special look. Modern, luxurious, comfortable and
hygienic characterize this particular panel.
Material: glass
Colour: black or white
Dimensions: 16x16 cm.
Article number black: 8050419638
Article number white: 8050419821

Innovative technology
Those who think lightly about flushing technology
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Eos Steel Design
Design and technology come together in the Eos Steel.
Behind the sturdy but elegant cover plate of brushed
stainless steel hides an ingenious mechanism. Without
touching the panel, the dual flush flushing mechanism
is activated. A special, timeless design for the modern
bathroom.
Material: stainless steel
Colour: natural
Dimensions: 16x16 cm.
Article number: 8050419640

Eos plastic white
This panel, made of high quality plastic, is characterized
by its subtle design. Glossy white with a black screen
where two luminous indicators show the large- and
small flush. Behind the front the electronics ensure that
the flushing mechanism is put into operation. A modern
control panel that provides infra-red technology, comfort
and hygiene.
Material: glass
Colour: white
Dimensions: 16x16 cm.
Article number: 8050419811

Easy does it
WISA Tronic is very easy to install and fits in every WISA XS cistern. Also when the system is already
installed and is provided with mechanical or pneumatic control (retro-fit). Pull out the standard mechanism
with a simple movement, and replace with the electronic mechanism which has a powerful servo motor.
The control panel with electronics is connected to the servo motor which operates the flush valve.

EOS vandalisimo
Especially for all public places with high frequency of
use, the Vandalisimo provides the ideal solution for
operating a concealed cistern. The robust stainless
steel front panel is 6 mm thick. The stainless steel gives
sufficient strength with certainty. The technology behind
this panel ensures optimum hygiene and durability.
Material: stainless steel
Colour: natural
Dimensions: 23x16 cm.
Art Dual Flush: 8050419650
Article number Single Flush: 8050419655

App
With a special WISA application for your

WISATronic

mobile phone or tablet, you can easily
change the settings of the control panel.You
can for instance change the color of the LED
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lights on the control panel, and adjust the
setting of the interval flushing adjust and set
the interval flush.

For more information,
visit our website.

Power
The WISA Tronic control panels are powered by mains, voltage
(230V transformer - 6V European plug). The length of the cable
is 170 cm. If no mains are available you can chose either the
hydro generator or battery power.

Battery power
In previously installed XS flushing systems where
mains are not available, battery operation can be
selected. In that case the intelligent electronics
automatically switch to Eco Mode, and thus saving
energy. This guarantees with fully charged batteries a
standbye period of 1 year, or 1,500 flushes.
(Article number 8050883140)

Generate electrical energy from hydropower.
Hydro generator
Generate electrical energy from hydropower. with this
hydro-electric generator, you never haveto worry about enough
energy. the generator is connected between water supply and
float valve. This ingenious hydro-electric powerplant generates
energy with every flushing of the toilet and stores it in a special
Lithium Ion battery. This battery is placed in the waterproof
battery compartment. (Article number 8050883136)

WISA Arnhem
WISA develops, produces and sells sanitary products since 1865. From our headquarters and production facility in the Netherlands, we are
engaged in sanitary ware on a daily basis. And that already for one and a half centuries. Grown big in flushing technology, we nowadays
offer a complete range of products, such as flushing systems and accessories, ceramics, toilet seats and a wellness program.

WISA

offers

a

25-year

guarantee on the supply of
spare parts.

Features WISA Tronic
-- Can be installed in every XS flushing system

-- RGB LED lights (every color possible)

-- Flushing by non-touch infrared technology

-- WISA Intelligent Sensor Technology (WIST)

-- Mains 230 V (standard)

-- Walk-away automatic flushing

-- Hydro generator or 6V battery pack (optional)

-- Hygienic flush for optimal water quality

-- Design panels in plastic, glass or stainless steel

-- Eco Mode for power saving

-- Dual Flush (3 / 6L or 2.5 / 4L)

-- Change the settings by WISA App.

-- single Flush (EOS Vandalisimo)

Do you want technical explanations, training or other information?
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We are happy to help you! Visit www.wisa-sanitair.com/contact.
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